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Both safe and economical

Dynamic Load System by SpanSet: EasyLash
Version with re-useable ratchet
With the disposable lashing system EasyLash by SpanSet goods
transported by container, rail or ship in international shipping are reliably
and simply secured. SpanSet has now developed the Dynamic Load
System as an extension to the existing EasyLash assortment, which is
suitable for multiple usings and makes enables a re-tensioning of the
straps during transportation.
A special ratchet: the Dynamic Load Ratchet rather than the usual strap
tensioner is part of the system. The yellow-chromated ratchet is equipped
with a specially designed bridge with ribbing, into which a non-stitched
strap can be threaded. The ribbing structure holds the tension of the strap
and reduces the slip to a minimum. In contrast to the strap tensioner of
the EasyLash disposable lashing system the Dynamic Load Ratchet
remains on the load during transport. In this way it can be re-tensioned at
any time. At the destination the ratchet is released and is available for the
next transport.
The second component of the Dynamic Load System is the orangecoloured EasyLashtex strap with a minimum break strength of 6000 daN in
the strapping. The straps are woven out of high-tenacity polyester and
designed for the highest demands of loads. Because of the weaving
structure and the thermofixing EasyLashtex achieves the same stability as
steel strips but at a much lower weight. The handling is clearly more userfriendly and safer, because when attaching and removing there is no
threat of injury from sharp metal edges or recoiling steel bands.
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Whereas steel bands can dirty the surface of the load by leaving rust
stains, woven lashing straps are also suitable for sensitive surfaces.
Transport damage and the costs incurred from that can then be minimized.
The EasyLash systems are particularly suitable for the securing of coils
when transporting by ship.
You can find further information in the internet under www.spanset.de or
directly at the SpanSet stand at the IAA Commercial Vehicles in Hannover.
From

September 25 to

October 02, 2014 you can talk to SpanSet

employees at the stand in hall 27 / E22, about products, problem solutions
and services, or discuss the branch trends with them.
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Fig. 1: The Dynamic Load System consists of the Dynamic Load Ratchet
and the orange-coloured EasyLashtex lashing strap.
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Fig. 2: Das Dynamic Load System is especially suitable for securing coils
for transport by sea.
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